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So French
Exploring new horizons

www

Chausson is a subsidiary of
the TRIGANO Group, Europe’s
number one in recreational vehicles

Visit our new site
www.motorhomes-chausson.co.uk
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www.youtube.com/ChaussonCampingCar

A state of mind

4

Chausson

As the creator of streamlined
and innovative designs, Chausson
has the reputation of a trailblazer
and holds the key to inventiveness.

Total transparency

From historical models like
the Acapulco to the brand-new 611,
a low profile with a revolutionary
layout, innovation is what
drives us forward.

14

Overcabs
& low profiles

With Chausson, you’ll discover
how to create your own horizon...

Defy space

34

A-C
lass
The Chausson spirit

44

Vans

Civilized adventurers

www.facebook.com/chausson.campingcar

HERTZ, the world’s leading rental
company has chosen Chausson...
Solid proof of our reliability!

Chausson has chosen LOISIRS FINANCE, a financial partner
specializing in financing recreational vehicles.
Find out about its services and offers, and calculate financing on
its internet site www.loisirs-finance.com (for the French market only)
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To better understand
who manufactures

your motorhome,

close your eyes and imagine...
 french factory covering the equivalent of 33 football fields
a
(or 200,000 m², 37,000 m² of which are roofed),
 n annual production
a
and camper units,

of over 10,000 motorhome

more than 800 people to design and produce them,
motorhomes that are sold

in over 27 countries,

35 years of existence in 2015, or the production
equivalent of 50,000 Chausson motorhomes.

Make a video visit to
our manufacturing site
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Tournon-sur-Rhône - France
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Chausson in total transparency

Standard*

extras

Long-lasting protection

A vision of quality

An IRP structure
 major innovation for improved insulation, better resistance
A
and greater protection. See page 8.

L egendary SEITZ windows,
the best choice

A seven-year warranty... Who can top that?

	They’re synonymous with outstanding practicality,
excellent quality, easy handling and top safety
because they can’t be removed from the outside.

 ater tightness is a key feature of your motorhome;
W
at Chausson it’s guaranteed for seven years
(with an annual check-up by a certified network member).
The extent of this warranty goes well beyond the standards
of the profession. It’s the best pledge of peace of mind that
Chausson can give you.

 anoramic cabin roof that
P
can be opened for a breath of freedom

	It’s great for ventilation and even better for light...
At Chausson, well-being is also important.

165 dealers to keep watch on your motorhome

 ur network of dealers is made up exclusively of true recreational
O
vehicle specialists who know Chausson backwards and forwards.
Chausson offers one of the market’s most extensive and
best-equipped European networks.

Optimal storage,
depending on the model

A full-width hold

	Two, and even three, standard doors to
make loading easier and more optimal.
For us, it’s obvious.

A lowered hold

	Your back will appreciate this handy storage
solution that’s easy on your muscles!

 einforced chassis extensions
R
in galvanized steel

	The sturdiness of our motorhomes is no accident;
it’s the result of choosing strong materials.
For chassis extension, we use galvanized steel
reinforcement that’s more robust and long-lasting.

Carrier choice

Lighting for the hold

An essential element for high-quality travel

	Whatever the version line, all our garage holds
are illuminated and 12 V/220 V socket.

	At Chausson, we’ve chosen reference brands that
are able to supply a specifically designed chassis
for the motorhome, and we have a specially
equipped after-sales network trained in the leisure
vehicle market. See page 12.

Easy accessibility
Easier access is not a minor detail; it’s essential!

	There’s no need to unfold a step plate, it’s built in (except on the 620),
for a more stylish and handy access.

Heating you can use on the road

Just one key for the entire unit

	You won’t need a fistful of keys!
At Chausson: just one key for the unit (main door and garage doors),
just one key for the carrier.

	You can use all our heating systems on the road
with no constraints. This is ideal for your passengers
and very handy for heating the unit before you stop
for the night. See page 9.
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Comfortable fixtures
High-quality bedding

See page 11.

Easy Bed adjusts to the height you want

	Most of our beds over garage holds
(except for twin beds) can be
height-adjusted over a distance
of 30 cm.

Clever storage areas

Well-designed ventilation
Double ventilation

	It doesn’t take much experience with motorhomes
to know that ventilation in the bathroom is essential.
At Chausson, all our bathrooms have both an opaque
window that can be opened and a skylight in the roof.

Rigid shower partitions

	Whatever the version, all our motorhomes are equipped
with elegant rigid partitions, never with a PVC curtain.

	Most of our beds over a hold can be raised
for easier access to the storage areas.

High-end seating
 he foam in our cushions has been specially
T
designed to offer firm seating comfort (without
sagging over time) and high-quality, resilient support
for your back.

Useful pre-equipment
Standard bike carrier adapters

	To avoid any risk of infiltration, bike carrier adapters are installed
as standard equipment so that you won’t have to drill holes.
All you need to do is choose your bike carrier!

 or greater passenger comfort, each road seat is
F
equipped with a height-adjustable headrest.

Pre-wiring for a back-up camera

	To reduce mounting time (and workshop costs), all our motorhomes
are pre-cabled for a back-up camera you can order from your dealer.

Solutions for greater comfort

TV pre-equipment

Drawers won’t slam shut

	Whatever the version, all our motorhomes have at least one
220 V/12 V TV-antenna outlet.

	Whatever the version line, all our drawers have cushioned
closing and latches to avoid accidental opening when
you’re on the road.

Adjustable living room table

	For easier circulation and greater comfort in the living
room, all our low profiles have a central table** that
can be adjusted in height (telescopic pedestal),
longitudinally and crosswise.

Well-designed lighting
100% LED lighting on the inside

	
100% LED lighting provides ten-fold savings in energy and a product
lifecycle that is thirty times longer. A bright choice for you and the planet!

A maxi refrigerator is NEVER an option

	Only some of our compact models (less than 6 m)
don’t have one, simply because it’s not technically
possible to install one.
All our refrigerators are triple-mixtriple-mix:
they can be used with gas or 12 V or 220 V electricity.
At Chausson, energy selection is automatic (AES),
whatever the range level, just compare !

Night lighting

	Night lighting is designed for a cozy atmosphere and for your safety
with built-in LEDs near the floor.

Outside lighting as a standard feature, whatever the range level.

*	For most of our overcabs, low profiles and A-Class.
For details, see the technical data sheet.
** Except on the 514, 637, 638.
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Chausson in total transparency

The

IRP structure, a major innovation

With IRP, Chausson is true to its goal of high-quality manufacturing.
Whether the version is Flash or Welcome, our structures are all made
with the same high standard of quality.
IRP is a major innovation that provides better insulation,
greater resistance and improved protection.
Just have a look at the core of our manufacturing secrets...

Better insulation relies on a combination of technologies that ensure well-being
XPS insulation, an extra-firm foam with high sound and thermal insulating power.
Specially designed floor and roof thickness for insulation that exceeds the usual norms.

For better resistance, a reinforced structure
Protective polyester (GRP) skin,

provides greater resistance to scratches,
minor impacts, gravel, hydrocarbons,
ultraviolet radiation and bad weather
in general.
	
Extra-thick floor and roof,
among the best on the market,
offering greater resistance to loads
and limiting deformation over time.

Wide glued-aluminum profile

54.5 mm*

Roof in reinforced polyester
(GRP)
Waterproof mastic
at panel junctions

High-performance wood and
composite combination, reinforces

XPS

Inside wall coating

XPS

the structure of our walls and floors
by combining composite longevity
with the exceptional sturdiness of
solid wood.

PVC floor covering
6 mm plywood

	
A water-tight shield,
all materials in contact with the exterior
are rot-resistant and insensitive to
humidity. On the inside, we prefer
high-quality wood.

Polyester (GRP) skin

*	NB: because of its particular shape,
the roof of our overcabs uses a
specific technology, 34.5 mm thickness,
EPS insulation.

Composite brackets

63.5 mm

Wood brackets
XPS

Expanded composite
coating

Body understructure in reinforced polyester (GRP)
With the “water channeling” effect,
water won’t stagnate under the floor

No compromises means peace of mind and better protection
	
Against leaks because of our rot-resistant materials and wide aluminum profiles that are glued on instead of drilled.
	
Against storms because of the polyester (GRP) covering that limits damage from hail (on the roof and walls) or salt (under the floor).
	
Against heat, cold

For more information
scan me.

and noise because of polyester (GRP) and a rarely matched insulation thickness.

Proof of our confidence: a

seven-year warranty

For 35 years, our goal has been to continually improve comfort and durability;

we are convinced of the effectiveness of our technical choices and manufacturing processes.
Standing behind our convictions, we offer you a seven-year

warranty on water-tightness,
subject to an annual check-up by a certified member of our network.
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The all-in-one

technical area

Accessible from a special outside door, the Technibox provides a single place
for all the essential controls that ensure proper operation of your motorhome.
The Technibox is sealed with a lockable watertight door that opens on two different technical compartments:
t he electricity area gives you access to
the electrical panel: no more contortions
when you change a fuse!
T
 he clean water area lets you:
- fill the water reservoir,
- adjust reservoir capacity according to
the number of travelers and/or the load
transported,
- easily clean the reservoir for maximum hygiene.
	This compartment has a tray for collecting spilled water;
water won’t stagnate in the compartment and drains out
through the opening designed for this purpose.
The Technibox is standard on all our overcabs
and low profiles except for model 620.

Electrical technical
area
Electrical panel
Access to fuses
Charger/battery
power
Protective cover
Clean water technical area
Purging valve for the clean water reservoir
Cleaning hatch
Water reservoir filling with a swivel elbow
230 V outside power outlet

Maximum protection for people
Because Chausson doesn’t need to be
constrained by a standard in order to ensure
maximum protection for customers, all our
motorhomes have a 30 mA differential
circuit breaker as a standard feature.

Fuel

In contrast to a traditional circuit breaker that protects equipment, the differential
circuit breaker also protects people. It will automatically shut off the current
if it detects a loss of current corresponding to defective insulation.
This device thus allows protecting against short circuits and conductor
overheating in case of overload.

heating

For more economical gas

consumption

The choice of gas represents a real user cost,
especially in winter or in cold regions where
the cylinder must be changed every four or
five days on average. In addition to offering
comfortable independence, fuel heating saves
money with a maximum full-power consumption
of 0.5 L/hour.

Forget about refill anxiety
In contrast to gas, which is sometimes difficult
to find in another country and may have an
incompatible connection, gas oil is available
almost everywhere on earth.

Easy to use, no

manipulation

Just a glance at the fuel gauge on your dashboard will tell you whether you have enough
left. Forget disagreeable surprises and changing cylinders in the middle of the night.
With Chausson, you won’t have to bother with gas cylinders. Only the refrigerator,
the hot plate and sometimes the water heater are connected to a gas supply.

Less loaded weight and additional space
Choosing gas oil heating also means lightening the loaded weight of the motorhome.
Two 13 kg gas cylinders really weigh 52 kg (13 kg corresponds to contents only).
Not having to bring them along represents a significant reduction in weight.
By using just one gas cylinder, you have less weight and more storage space.

Use while on the road with total safety
In contrast to gas, which requires using a protected circuit that closes off the gas
supply in case of impact, fuel heating can be used while on the road, permanently
and with total safety.
In addition to road comfort for your passengers, you’ll appreciate finding a cozy,
warm unit when you stop.
Many of our competitors propose this choice in option, while others don’t have it at all.
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Chausson in total transparency

Interior fixtures
An optimized bedroom

A real

Standard 160-cm-wide island bed

fully-equipped kitchen

A maxi refrigerator AES

See page 11.

	Most models feature a 175 Ltr AES (Automatic Energy
Selection) refrigerator with elegantly curved doors
and a mirror effect or a 145 Ltr “Slim” refrigerator.

High-quality bedding

See page 11.

Stove top with glass cover

Easy Bed with adjustable height

	When the cover is open, it protects the wall from cooking
splatters. When closed, it becomes a work surface.

	Most of our beds over a hold (except for twin beds)
can be height-adjusted over a distance of 30 cm.

Soft-close drawers

Clever storage areas

With latches for road travel.

	Our rear bedrooms generally have roof closets
above the bed(s). Most of our beds over a hold
can be raised for easier access to the storage areas.

Trap door for storage under the refrigerator

Depending on model.

Deep closet(s)

	With automatic lighting when the door opens
for the Welcome and Exaltis versions.

Reading lamps

	In general, bedding is equipped
with individual reading lamps
to avoid disturbing others.

A practical bathroom

The driver’s

 ual ventilation with opaque opening window
D
and roof skylight

seat

Comfort and safety behind the wheel

See pages 12.

Storage area over the cab

Dual drain shower tray

	All our low profiles feature a thermoformed storage
space above the cab with LED lighting on each side.

	Most of our shower cublicles have two stopper openings
for optimal water drainage.

Dual USB port
	To recharge cell phones, tablets, etc.

 oap dish, glass holder and skylight equipped
S
with a towel rack
A personalized setting
T wo finishings
Rijeka

Flash

for furniture
Malaga

Welcome, Exaltis

F our fabric combinations
Santiago
Salomon

Flash, Welcome,
Exaltis
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Welcome, Exaltis

Santa-Cruz

Elite*

Welcome, Exaltis

Welcome, Exaltis

High-quality

bedding

For a little nap after lunch or a refreshing night’s sleep: there’s nothing like a good rest
before a new hike, a mountain bike circuit or a visit to see the local sites.
Stretch out and enjoy, you’re in a Chausson...

A comfortable mattress
with a sturdy slatted base

High resilience mattress

slatted bed base

All our mattresses are:
	- manufactured in France,
- specially designed for our motorhomes with high-quality foam.

Choose your type

All our mattresses are encased in a drill fabric that is:
- antibacterial and anti-dust mite (for optimal hygiene),
- certified OEKO-TEX® Standard 100 (free of substances harmful to health).
On Welcome and Exaltis models, all our mattresses (for the main bedding) have:
- high-resilience foam that adapts perfectly to the shape of your body for minimum pressure,
- a thermal-regulating Thermocool covering for better dissipation of body heat,
- a layer of reinforced wadding for a soft feel and optimal-quality bedding.

160 cm

 ost of our main bedding comes with a sturdy slatted base as a standard feature
M
for greater comfort and ventilation, with a metal frame for better resistance.
Overcab bedding also has special anti-condensation plates and can be raised
(to facilitate going back and forth between the unit and the cab),
leaving an extra-large 155 cm space!

of bed!
Central bed

Twin beds

Island bed width, 1.60 m
	Chausson once again pioneers by offering an exceptional standard width
of 160 cm on all island beds, regardless of range level.
French berth

x2
Bunk beds

transverse bed
over garage hold

An adjustable roof

bed

 nless the roof bed is the main bed, all our low profiles (except 611) can hold another
U
optional single or double roof bed, depending on the model.

roof bed

	During the day, the roof bed slips into the roof to leave room for an exceptional
lounge area and in the evening becomes a main bed or a “guest room” for friends.
All our roof beds are electric but can be raised manufally if necessary.
On all models with a maxi lounge, the main roof bed has a lower position that is easy
to reach without having to use a ladder

* Depending on country.
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Chausson in total transparency

The chassis, an essential element for high-quality travel
At Chausson, we have chosen reference brands that are able to supply a specifically designed chassis for
the motorhome, and we have a specially equipped after-sales network trained in the leisure vehicle market.

4

5
3

6

Ford and Chausson have been partners for over thirty years.
With more than seven million vehicles sold worldwide,
the legendary Ford Transit has more than
proven its worth.

7

8

1

It’s equipped with the latest technology and
new functions for safety and comfort.
	Motorhome chassis with a lowered center of gravity
for easier access.
The wide rear track optimizes inside space and road stability.
- Driver’s airbag,
- braking assistance (ABS): an anti-lock system that keeps
wheels from blocking when brakes are applied intensively,

2

- anti-slipping (ASR): a system that regulates acceleration
to keep the driving wheels from losing traction,
- dynamic trajectory control (ESP): this program optimizes
stability on the road and in curves and improves braking,
- six-speed manual transmission,
- hill-start assist function,
- disengageable hand brake.
	Swivel seats in the cab, with double armrests and adjustable height.
- Ford Audio System with AM/FM radio, Bluetooth®, USB ports and
an auxiliary plug for connecting a Smartphone or hands-free phone
or listening to music,

White

Bronze (O)

Flash
Welcome

Welcome

	- leather-encased steering wheel,
Central locking of cab doors.
Wide side protectors in the body colour.
	- 16" alloy wheels,
- tyre repair kit.

Cubic capacity
HP-kW power
Nm torque
Drive train

2L
130-92
330
belt

2L
170-125
405
belt

Engine
specification
Chassis

130 HP
170 HP
3.5 T
4.1 T*
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Overcabs

Low profiles

S
O
S
O

S
O
S
O

4

5

7
3

Fiat is still THE reference brand on the motorhome market
and the reliability of the Ducato is well established.

6

For service, you benefit from
1,800 specialized “Fiat Camper
Assistance” workshops in Europe
and 24/7 phone assistance.

8
1

The Fiat equipment chosen by Chausson has everything
you need to broaden your horizons with optimal comfort
and full safety.
	Motorhome chassis with a lowered center of gravity for easier access.
	The wide rear track for greater road stability and more room inside.
	- Driver’s airbag,

2

- braking assistance (ABS): an anti-lock system that keeps wheels
from blocking when brakes are applied intensively,
- anti-slipping (ASR): a system that regulates acceleration
to keep the driving wheels from losing traction,
- six-speed gearbox.
	Very comfortable “Captain’s chair” seats: these new Fiat seats have
a built-in headrest, a wider back, better lateral support, two armrests
and a seated position that’s more comfortable than ever.
They are height- and angle-adjustable as a standard feature.
	- Pre-equipped for cab radio and loudspeakers,
- electrically controlled windows,
- central bottle-carrier console with a cell phone compartment.

White

Anthracite (O)

Flash
Welcome
Exaltis

Welcome

	Central locking of cab doors.
Radio antenna built into rear-view mirror.
	- Hubcaps on wheels,
- tire repair kit.

Overcabs & low profiles
Cubic capacity
HP-kW power
Nm torque
Drive train

2.3 L
130-96
320
belt

2.3 L
150-110
380
belt

2.3 L
180-130
400
belt

Engine
specification
Chassis

130 HP
150 HP
180 HP
3.5 T
3.650 T (light)
4.250 T (heavy) 130-150 HP*
4.4 T (heavy) 180 HP*

* Only on C646, C714, 611, 620, 624, 627, 628, 630, 718, 727, 728, 737
	Not planned or factory mounting impossible
S Standard
O Option
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<6m
S
O
O
S
O
O
O

>6m
S
O
O
S
O
O
O

A-Class
S
O
O
S
O
O
O

Overcabs

C656 Santiago
14

Overcabs
Defy space

The latest generation
of Chausson overcabs
has outstanding livability.
A line designed for
the family and based on
accessibility and comfort.

6 m 6 7m

Flash

15

7m

x2

Low profiles

737 Welcome, Salomon
16

Low profiles
Total flexibility

From ultra compacts to family-size low profiles,
Chausson offers a variety of winners,
with or without a roof bed but always very stylish.
You can choose from a vast choice of combinations
to design your dream low profile. And you can
choose your carrier for most models, too!

6 m 6 7m

7m

x2

Flash, Welcome
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Maxi lounge low profiles

630 Welcome, Elite

Maxi lounge low profiles
As shown by the success of the now-legendary 610 and 620, Chausson is a pioneer
with layouts that are unique on the market. They all have an electric roof bed that
slides away during the day to leave room for a big, friendly lounge area.
Five exceptional models, all in less than seven meters.

530 Welcome, Santiago
18

630

19

Maxi lounge low profiles

620 Welcome, Salomon

611 Travel Line Welcome, Salomon
20

620

610

21

Overcabs and low profiles

718XLB Santiago

Flash version
Flash is the key to entering the Chausson
motorhome world: this version features
an exceptional equipment-to-price ratio,
with everything essential in standard
at no sacrifice in quality.

22

23

Low profiles

728EB Santa-Cruz

Welcome* version
Welcome is the standout among Chausson low profiles.
This level of finishing is especially designed for experienced
motorhome owners who want superb design and
more equipment.

* Depending on model; see the technical data sheet.
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25

Overcabs and low profiles

160 cm

Malaga

Rijeka
26

Sweet dreams

Rijeka

x 2 Rijeka

610
See page 11.
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Overcabs and low profiles

Welcome
28

Bathrooms

Welcome

Flash

Welcome

Towel rack under the skylight.

Most of our shower stalls have
two stopper openings for optimal
water drainage.

29

Dual ventilation with opaque
opening window and roof skylight.

Overcabs and low profiles

The kitchen

175 Ltr refrigerator AES with elegantly
curved doors and a mirror effect or a “Slim”
refrigerator up to 145 L.

All our stove tops have a glass cover:
-w
 hen the cover is open, it protects
the wall from cooking splatters,
-w
 hen closed, it becomes a work surface.

Welcome
Kitchen with soft-close drawers and latches for road travel.
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Standard equipment

Choice of chassis (1), an essential
element for high-quality travel;
see page 12.

IRP structure, a major innovation;
see page 8.

Panoramic cab roof that opens and comes with a shade and screening.
Thermoformed storage space above the cab with LED lighting on each side.

Water tightness guaranteed for
seven years, with an annual check-up
by a certified network member.

Driver and passenger seats swivel
and can be height-adjusted; equipped
with covers (Welcome version) that
match the living unit fabric.

Dual USB port above the cab for
recharging cell phones, tablets, etc.

100% LED lighting inside and
outside, for high light yield and
recyclable technology.

Access handle for easy entrance
to the living area.

SEITZ double-glazed windows
with screening and shade.

Central table (2) that can be adjusted
in height (telescopic pedestal),
longitudinally and crosswise.
A fold-down table is also available
on certain models.

Seat belts corresponding to the
number of regulation seats; at least
four belts with three points.

For greater passenger comfort,
each road seat is equipped with
a height-adjustable headrest.

Pre-equipped with a TV stand
(Welcome version) and one or
more outlets.

Most of our beds over a hold
(except for twin beds) can be
height-adjusted over a distance
of 30 cm; see page 11.
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Overcabs and low profiles

Standard equipment (cont.)

Most of our beds over a hold can
be raised for easier access to the
storage areas.

Luxurious entry closet
(Welcome version).

The ventilator/extractor skylight,
Welcome version (1), allows extracting
stale air and ventilating the inside
very quickly.

Heating that can be used on
the road, ideal for your passengers
and also very useful for warming
the unit before a stop.

Built-in LED lighting at floor level
to create a soft atmosphere and
ensure that it’s easy to move around
at night in the living unit.

On the Welcome model, the inside of
the closet is lighted automatically
when the door is opened.

Two, and even three, standard
doors (1) to make loading easier and
more optimal. All our garage holds are
heated, whatever the finishing level.

All our models have a curtain
separating the cab and unit as a
standard feature (unless the model
has sliding blinds in the cab).

Waste water can be emptied easily
and cleanly using the lateral handle!

Backup radar (Welcome version).

LED lighting on the outside.

Screening (Flash version).

These pull-down isothermal shades
are made with a multi-layered material
that protects you from daylight, prying
eyes and excessive temperatures
(Flash version).

Convertible fifth passenger seat
for road travel, depending on model.

The Easy Chef outside stove/plancha
can be used as a three-burner stove
or as a plancha for barbecues.
Depending on model

Coupling authorized up to two tons,
depending on model.

Backup camera built into the rear
band with a screen on the rearview
mirror.

Optional equipment(1)

In addition to a sliding screen panel,
our deluxe door includes a window
with shade, an inside trash can
and two-point safety closing
(VIP Welcome Pack).
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Colours
Body

Packs*
White

Bronze*

FLA

> Manual air-conditioning in cab
> Passenger airbag
> Cruise control and speed limiter
> Electric de-icer for rear-view mirrors
> Colour coded bumper
> Shiny grille
> Luxury dashboard with aluminum inserts
> Seat covers
> SEITZ panoramic skylight (1)
> Black headlight contour (Fiat only)
> Fog lights (Ford only)

Welcome

White

Anthracite*

Flash & Welcome

Welcome

Santiago

Salomon

ACK

WE

> Manual air-conditioning
in cab
> Passenger airbag
> Cruise control and speed limiter
> Electric de-icer for rear-view mirrors
> Colour coded bumper
> Shiny grille
> Luxury dashboard with aluminum inserts
> Cab shades
> Luxury entrance door
> Centralized locking for cab and unit
> Door screen
> Black headlight contour (Fiat only)
> Fog lights (Ford only)

S

Fabrics

Flash & Welcome

HP

Welcome

Santa-Cruz

Prestige**/Elite**

Welcome

Welcome*

Rijeka

Malaga

Flash

Welcome

CO

L

Furnishings

Flash, Welcome

* Option
** Depending on country
(1) Depending on model; see the technical data sheet
(2) Except on the 514, 637, 638
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M E PA C K

A-Class

6010 Santa-Cruz
34

A-Class
The Chausson spirit

If you’ve chosen the integral,
you’re not ready to accept compromises.
We’ve designed it without forgetting anything:
perfect comfort, an optimal living area,
available on a special frame or an Alko
frame at a very reasonable price.

6 7m

7m

Exaltis*

* Depending on country.
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A-Class

7128EB Santiago
36

Sweet dreams

160 cm

7127GA

See page 11.
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A-Class double floor

Choose
double flooring!
	Measuring 23 cm in height, insulated, heated
and housing the water, gas and electricity circuits,
	featuring thermal and sound insulation, protection
against freezing for water reservoirs and
supplementary insulation against cold and
roadway noise thanks to the air space between
the two floors,
	providing storage space, with access to the
double floor through trapdoors on the inside
and hatches on the outside.
Exaltis A-Class vehicles with a double floor are:
	
built on an AL-KO AMC chassis,
an innovative concept based on lighter construction:
- optimized road hold with independent wheels
and a wider-track rear axle,
- less weight without compromising the excellent
stability of the frame construction,.
- low-slung chassis that lowers the center of gravity
(better road hold) and allows adding a double floor
without increasing overall camper height.

equipped with ALDE heating:
- heating based on heat-conveying fluid, just like
in conventional homes,
- heat emitted by hot water is silent, evenly distributed
and all-around, ensuring a healthy, dustless
atmosphere with natural humidity,
- continuous production of hot water for shower
and kitchen,

23 cm

- operates using either gas or electricity (230 V),
or both simultaneously, in case of a need for
maximum power (heating the camper from
a cold state in winter).

38

7127GA Elite

Touchscreen control panel
Alde
compact boiler
Hot water
Frost protection
Heating mat
Convectors
and panel radiators

Option
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A-Class

Bathrooms

40

The kitchen

All our stove tops have a glass cover:
- when the cover is open, it protects
the wall from cooking splatters,
- when closed, it becomes a work surface.

175 Ltr AES refrigerator with elegantly
curved doors and a mirror effect.

Kitchen with soft-close drawers and latches for road travel.
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A-Class

Standard equipment

The Fiat chassis, an essential element
for high-quality travel; see page 12.

XPS insulation Styrofoam, an
extra-firm foam with high sound and
thermal insulating power; see page 8.

A water-tight shield: all materials in
contact with the exterior are rot-resistant
and insensitive to humidity.

Water tightness guaranteed
for seven years, with an annual
check-up by a certified network
member).

Powerful 6,000 W heating for
maximum comfort in the unit.

Swivel seats for diver and
passengers that are height-adjustable
and have covers in the fabric chosen
for the living unit.

L-shaped living room with adjustable
central table.

The foam in our cushions has been
specially designed to offer firm
seating comfort (without sagging
over time) and high-quality,
resilient support for your back.

Frequently located above the kitchen,
the SEITZ 700 x 500 mm panoramic
skylight adds light and ventilation.

SEITZ double-glazed windows
with screening and shade.

For greater passenger comfort,
each road seat is equipped with
a height-adjustable headrest.

100% LED lighting inside and
outside, for high light yield and
recyclable technology.

Coupling authorized up to two tons.

AL-KO pneumatic suspension.

Optional equipment

Colours
Body

Fabrics

White

Santiago

Salomon
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Santa-Cruz

Elite*

Pre-equipped with a TV stand and
one or more outlets.

Luxurious entry closet.

Heating that can be used on the
road, ideal for your passengers and
also very useful for warming the unit
before a stop.

Access handle for easy entrance
to the living area.

Most of our beds over a hold
(except for twin beds) can be
height-adjusted over a distance
of 30 cm; see page 11.

Most of our beds over a hold can be
raised for easier access to the storage
areas.

Built-in LED lighting at floor level
to create a soft atmosphere and ensure
that it’s easy to move around at night in
the living unit.

Two, and even three, standard
doors to make loading easier and more
optimal. For us, it’s obvious (1).

Backup radar.

LED lighting on the outside.

Pack*

Malaga

* Option
(1) Depending on model; see the technical data sheet.
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Furnishings

EXA

ALDE central heating (1).

> Manual air-conditioning in cab
> Passenger airbag
> Cruise control and speed limiter
> “Bus”-type electrical rear-view mirrors
> Fog lights
> Cab shades
> Luxury dashboard with aluminum inserts
> Meters circled in chrome
> Luxury entrance door
> Centralized locking for cab and unit
> Door screen
> Front radar

PA C K

Vans

Exclusive, Mokacino
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Vans
Civilized adventurers

With the latest in high-quality insulation,
Chausson vans are adventurers
that live in the city.
Featuring a vast choice of layouts
and up-to-date innovations,
vans have proven to be
a real alternative.

6 m 6 7m

x2

Twist Start,* Twist Exclusive*
* Depending on country.
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Equipped vans in total transparency

Standard

extras
Well-designed lighting

Comfortable equipment

100% LED lighting on the inside

High-quality bedding

	
100% LED lighting provides ten-fold savings in energy
and a product lifecycle that is thirty times longer.
A bright choice for you and the planet!

	Our main bedding comes with a sturdy slatted base as a standard
feature for greater comfort and ventilation.

Clever storage

Night lighting

	All our rear beds can be raised for easy access to storage areas.
Every little nook and cranny is used for storage.

	Night lighting is designed for a cozy atmosphere and for your
safety with built-in LEDs near the floor in the Exclusive version.

High-end seating

	The foam in our cushions is specially designed to provide
firm comfort for seating.

Personal reading lamp

	Each passenger seat has a reading lamp
in the Exclusive version.

2

Slide-out washbasin

3

	Slide-out washbasin allows re-arranging
the shower and toilet area (tranne V594S
e modelli con doccia centrale).

4
1

A real

fully-equipped kitchen

5

A real gas stove top

	Kitchen equipped with two gas burners. A protective glass cover
is available. When open, the cover protects walls from cooking
splatters; when closed, it becomes a work area.

Easy accessibility

Soft-close drawers

Easier access is not a minor detail; it’s essential!

in the Exclusive version.

	With an electric step plate, it’s easier (optional on Start).

Drawers with latches for road travel

Just one key

in the Exclusive version.

	Just one key for both vehicle and doors.
No more cumbersome key sets!

Refrigerator in upper position

	With storage area below (except V594S e modelli con doccia centrale).

Useful day and night

	The bathroom, kitchen and closet are easy to access both
day and night at any time.

Outside table

	Our vans are equipped with an outside attachment for a table,
depending on the model.

Useful pre-equipment

Heating can be used on the road

TV pre-equipment

	You can use all our heating systems on the road with no constraints.
This is ideal for your passengers and very handy for heating the unit
before you stop thus creating the ambient temperature for your arrival.

	Whatever the version, all our vans have at least one 220 V/12 V
TV-antenna outlet.

A personalized setting
T wo finishings for furniture
Start
Exclusive

t hree fabric combinations
Hazel
Mokacino

Sand (option)

Start

Exclusive

Exclusive
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High-quality insulation
 ll Chausson vans benefit from the new VPS (Van Protection
A
System) insulation. The van is fully covered with polyester
fiber insulation that fits perfectly to the metal structure.
VPS provides:
- better insulation (heating/cooling),
- suppression of thermal bridges,
- better heat distribution,
- reduced energy consumption,
- better sound insulation.

VPS insulation

The Fiat chassis, an essential element
for high-quality travel

Start, Exclusive
White

Steel gray

Anthracite

Champagne

Fiat is still THE reference brand on the

motorhome market and the reliability of
the Ducato is well established.
 he Fiat equipment chosen by Chausson has everything
T
you need to broaden your horizons with optimal comfort
and full safety.
	- Driver’s airbag,
- braking assistance (ABS): an anti-lock system that keeps
wheels from blocking when brakes are applied intensively,
- anti-slipping (ASR): a system that regulates acceleration
to keep
the driving wheels from losing traction,
- six-speed gearbox.
	Very comfortable “Captain’s chair” seats: these new Fiat
seats have a built-in headrest, a wider back, better lateral
support, two armrests and a seated position that’s more
comfortable than ever. They pivot 180°.
After pivoting, the seats can be slid forward to get them
close to the eating area. They are height- and
angle-adjustable as a standard feature.
	- Cab radio pre-equipment, with four loudspeakers,
- electrically controlled windows,
- central bottle-carrier console with a cell phone compartment.
Central locking of cab doors.
	- Hubcaps on wheels,
- tyre repair kit.
In the Exclusive version, tablet not included.

Vans
Cubic capacity
HP-kW power
Nm torque
Drive train

2L
115-85
290
belt

2.3 L
130-96
320
belt

2.3 L
150-110
380
belt

2.3 L
180-130
400
belt

Engine
specification
Chassis

Not planned or factory mounting impossible
S Standard
O Option
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115 HP
130 HP
150 HP
180 HP
3.3 T
3.5 T (light)
3.5 T (heavy)

<6m
S
O
O
O Exclusive
S
O
O Exclusive

>6m
S
O
O Exclusive
S
O Exclusive

Vans

V594 Hazel

Twist Start
version
A streamlined style for those
who want a practical van
at the best price.
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V594

V594S CS

x2
V594 MAX
49

Vans

V594 Sand

Twist Exclusive
version
Striking design combined
with ease of use.

V594
50

V594S

V594

x2
V594 MAX
51

Vans

V597CS Start Hazel

V597 CS
Twin beds in less than six meters and,
as a bonus, the Flexbox concept
(unique on the market) that let’s you
arrange storage in the rear the way
you want it!
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Vans

Standard equipment

Water tightness guaranteed
for seven years, with an annual
check-up by a certified network
member.

Rear door windows for more light
and clarity.

100% LED lighting inside.

100% LED lighting outside,
Exclusive only.

Bedsystem, easy storage of mattress and bed base, Exclusive only.

All our living rooms can be made
into a guest bedroom.

All our rear beds can be raised
for easy access to storage areas.

Heating that can be used on the
road, ideal for your passengers and
also very useful for warming the unit
before a stop.

Pre-equipment for TV, one or more
outlets for TV/antenna/220 V-12 V.

All our models have a table extension.

Solar panel.

Backup camera.

DRL LEDs.

Pull-down shade for cab.

Transversal bedding kit for a real bed
in the LOUNGE area.

Swivel seats for diver and
passengers that are height-adjustable
and have covers in the fabric chosen
for the living unit.

Start

Exclusive

Optional

equipment

16’’ aluminum rims.
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Colours
Body

Packs*
White

Steel gray*

S TA

> Manual air-conditioning in cab
> Passenger airbag
TP
ACK
> Cruise control and speed limiter
> Electric de-icer for rear-view mirrors
> Colour coded front bumper
> Shiny black grille
> Black contour on headlights
> Cab radio pre-equipment and loudspeakers,
> Cab seat covers to match unit fabric
> Floor mat in cab
> Electric step plate
> Sliding screen door

R

Fabrics

Start, Exclusive

Start, Exclusive

Anthracite*

Champagne*

Start, Exclusive

Start, Exclusive

Hazel

Mokacino

Sand*

Exclusive

Exclusive

Start

Exclusive

Furnishings

* Option
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US

L

Start

EXC

> Manual air-conditioning in cab
> Passenger airbag
> Cruise control and speed limiter
> Electric de-icer for rear-view mirrors
> Colour coded front bumper
> Shiny black grille
> Black contour on headlights
> Dashboard with aluminum inserts
> Meters circled in chrome
> Cab seat covers to match unit fabric
> Floor mat in cab
> Sliding shade for cabin
> Sliding screen door

I V E PA C K

So French
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Your Chausson dealer

All technical characteristics (texts and photos)
valid at the time of printing (august 2016) are
provided by Chausson for general guidance.
They may be subject to modification, often
because of technical progress.
Non-contractual document.
Since Chausson is committed to the environment,
this publication has been printed on PEFC paper
from sustainably managed forests.

Avec
Trigano VDL
tous les papiers
se recyclent

TRIGANO VDL
1, avenue de Rochebonne - CS 69003
07302 Tournon-sur-Rhône Cedex
France
Tel. +33 (0)4 75 07 55 00 - Fax +33 (0)4 75 07 55 58
contact@chausson.tm.fr
For more information
scan me.

www.chausson-motorhomes.com

Exploring new horizons

